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Hemangini Tiwari
Vani Murthy, the queen of

compost and renowned
urban farmer, passionate cit-
izen leader, is one of the
most active campaigners for
Solid Waste Management in
Bengaluru. Being one of the
founder members of SOLID
WASTE MANAGEMENT
ROUND TABLE
(SWMRT) Bengaluru,
India, She is often called a
“composting crusader.” 
Her journey started in 2008

with the “Wealth out of
Waste program”. Vani’s pas-
sion for keeping her city
clean led to the “We Care for
Malleswaram” campaign.
Her knowledge on recy-

cling kitchen waste into
compost, and using it to
grow herbs, flowers, fruits
and vegetables are held in
high esteem. Vani has tested
every possible home com-
posting method available.
Compost is fun, addictive,
and it’s one of the great ac-
tion each one of us can take
and mitigate climate change.
Moving further towards

the concept of Zero Waste
lifestyle, Vani has been ac-
tively propagating the green
revolution through organic
waste management.
In a conversation with The

EarthView, Vani shared
some of the DIY compost
ideas that anyone can prac-
tice. Grow your organic
food at home and manage
waste beautifully.

Worm Compost DIY:
What we require for
worm compost.
= We need red earth-

worms. They are readily
available in the university,
any agricultural college.
= We need a bin, bedding

is essential, vegetable peels,
fruits peel, and any kitchen
waste.
= Dry leaves, cardboard,

newspaper, mature cow-
dung.
Process
We need a bin, and bed-

ding is essential for com-
posting. For bedding, you
require cardboard, any
shredded papers, dry leaves
and some mature cow-dung
because red earthworms
love to eat cow dung and it
should be moist always.
Build this pile-up. And in
coming 40 days, your com-
post is ready.
Vani Murthy shares,

“Earthworms are the best
friend of farmers, because
the farmers land is rich be-
cause of earthworms, and it
provides nutrition for the
plants. And you get the
black gold finally now you
can harvest, grow your veg-
etables. Its Black Gold from
waste.”

Aerobic Compost DIY
What we require for
Aerobic Compost.
= Container
= Old newspaper
= Dry leaves
= Kitchen waste

= Accelerator, i.e. butter-
milk, coding, panchagavya.
Process
We need to keep 5 things

in mind the first is dry
browns, wet greens and
moisture. Moisture will
come from the breakdown
of the kitchen waste and the
aeration, which is oxygen.
Add the accelerator butter-
milk, sprinkle on it and mix
it up. This is an aerobic
process and you need oxy-
gen. So you need to turn the
pile once in a few days.
Micro-organisms play a vital
role in the process of Aero-
bic compost. Micro-organ-

isms that could be anything
from a kitchen or store. You
can continue the same
process the next day as well.
After 40 days, the compost

is ready.
She further shares that

using kitchen waste is not at
all bad or smell. It’s our food
that we ate—so no need to
feel bad while touching
them until you have dumped
it somewhere.

BIO ENZYMES
Vani stopped using chemi-

cals almost 2 years ago. She
explains the importance of
natural cleaners, which lead
to no harm to the environ-
ment. She uses the natural
cleaners to mop the floor,
cleans her bathroom.
Here how you can DIY
NATURAL CLEANERS.
The recipe is straightfor-

ward you need 1 litre of
water, 100 grams of jaggery,
300 grams of citrus peels,
add a pinch of yeast, put
them into container mix
well. Remember to open the
cap every morning to re-
move the gas it generates.
Keep it in a cool place.
After 1 month, it will ready

to use with zero chemical.
Natural liquid deter-
gents.
Soak soap nut in hot water

for a few hours, and grind it
and filter it. Store it – a nat-
ural detergent without
chemical is ready. It’s an ex-
cellent way to wash vessels.
Clean your kitchen tiles, gas
stove with the soap nut. Mix

bio enzymes and soap nut
liquid for laundry and to
wash your hairs as well.
Shikakai and ash
Shikakai and ash used to

clean the tough vessels
when required. And it keeps
away the chemical.
Homemade fertilisers
DIY
You need buttermilk to

make it dilute and spray on
chilly plants, and curry
leaves plants to avoid white-
flies.
Hing – Asafoetida
You can use Hing and di-

lute it in water and spray on
plants. It’s a natural way to
provide fertilizer to your
garden.
Banana and Jaggery
You can use ripe banana

and add jaggery mix well in
a container keep it in a cool
place to fermentation, and
you can use after 21 days.
Banana peels
Banana peels and add

some water into a container
and leave it for a few days
for process and your home-
made fertilizer is ready.

ZERO WASTE
She encourages all to recy-

cle the milk, idli batter, curd
bags to sow seeds. Once the
plants are grown, and it’s
ready to shift into a bigger
planter. Use the plastic bot-
tles as to keep the liquid de-
tergents, soap nut liquids
and liquid fertiliser.

Get black gold from waste
DIY techniques for zero-waste lifestyle

Vani Murthy,
The queen of compost and

renowned urban farmer
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Hunnarshala helps reconstruct homes
post disasters in an eco-friendly way

Hemangini Tiwari 
Sustainable housing and green ar-

chitecture are slowly gaining their
prominence in the construction sec-
tor. Though it is still in a very nascent
stage in India, however many archi-
tects and organizations are coming
forward to contribute in that. One
such organization in Hunnarshala
Foundation, based in Bhuj, Gujarat
that works towards constructing eco-
friendly homes across the globe. For
the last 17 years, they are helping the
communities to reconstruct their
dwellings post-disasters and put em-
phasis on the usage of eco-friendly
materials for building combined with
the traditional technique with the
twist of innovation. Tejas Kotak, Ex-
ecutive Director spoke to the Earth-
View about the organisation and the
importance of sustainable housing.
Hunnarshala Foundation for Build-

ing Technology and Innovations was
incorporated in the year 2003 after a
group of engineers, architects and
master artisans joined hands to re-
spond to the housing issues after a
massive earthquake shook Kutch dis-

trict of Gujarat in the year 2001. Tejas
said, “Six months after the devastat-
ing earthquake that shook Gujarat in
January 2001, the major damage
happened in Bhuj and its surrounding
areas. A group of engineers, archi-
tects, and master artisans from the re-
gion came together to rebuild villages
and lives. The experience of post-
earthquake work became a repository
of technical know-how, which could
demonstrate sustainable housing so-
lutions. This group then decided to
form Hunnarshala Foundation which
is a not-for-profit organization.”
In the earthquake rehabilitation pro-

gram, Hunnarshala built more than
3000 houses in the earthquake-af-
fected villages in Kutch region. The
entire rehabilitation program was im-
plemented using a participatory or
owner-driven approach. He said,
“Most of the houses constructed in
these villages using stabilized earth
construction techniques viz. rammed
earth and compressed stabilized earth
blocks. The use of natural material is
non-polluting and makes houses eco-
friendly and safer place to breath
without harming Mother Nature.
Earth buildings are cooler compared

to other building materials.”
Tejas further said, “At Hunnarsha

our objective has been to implement
building practices that provide a
livelihood to regional artisans and al-
lows them to work within the tradi-
tional framework in which they were
trained. This allows the artisans to
combine their local knowledge banks
with technology, modern design
practices and market support.”
Tejas mentions that Hunnarshala

promotes eco-friendly, cost-effective
and low energy building designs.  He
said, “We work towards environ-
mentally sustainable towns and vil-
lages that promote local control,
empower the local community and
ensure dignified living for all its citi-
zens by providing basic housing and
services. We aim to respond swiftly
and appropriately to disasters and
give affected communities the tools
to guide their reconstruction, all while
coordinating with other NGOs and
government agencies to efficiently
and effectively rebuild.”
Hunnarshala engages both commu-

nities and building artisans in its ini-
tiatives to build capacities and
empower them. Traditional tech-
niques are validated and transferred
to the artisans and then implemented
into the contemporary application,
where innovative ideas are imbibed.
Tejas said, “ We use eco-sensitive
construction materials such as soil,
wood (recycled) for construction.
They are mostly utilized to create
built spaces, which can be in the form
of art centres, farmhouses, residences
or an entire village.”
After the Kutch earthquake rehabil-

itation program, Hunnarshala has
participated in post-disaster work
globally, such as Iran, Afghanistan
and Banda Ache in Indonesia. These
works were in collaboration with

local partners and the affected com-
munities. In India, Hunnarshala has
actively participated in post-disaster
works in Kashmir, Uttrakhand,
Nepal, Bihar (Kosi river floods),
Tamil Nadu (post-Tsumani) etc.

Artisan Empowerment Program
Hunnarshala has been instrumental

in working closely with the building
artisan communities ensuring that
their work enables them to dignified
living. To encourage building artisans
to become Entrepreneurs,
“Sankalan” the Artisan Empower-
ment Unit is functional with a vision
of empowering building artisans and
strengthening artisanal practices to
promote traditional skills and wis-
dom in the contemporary market. Ar-
tisan’s involvement in design
processes helps in synthesizing tradi-
tional skills with the contemporary,
resulting in the innovation of new
products. The artisans provide spe-
cialized building services to the
mainstream market. Involvement in
projects provides the required plat-
form for the artisans to demonstrate
their skills as well as promote natural
materials as an appropriate and sus-
tainable way of building practice.
Tejas said, “Sankalan” also offers in-
troductory training programs to ar-
chitecture and engineering college
students apart from professionals. As
an environmentally sensitive group,
our efforts are to provide decentral-
ized solutions for the treatment of
wastewater generated by society.
“Sankalan” – artisan empowerment
unit collaborates globally with edu-
cational institutions to conduct re-
search programs to find better
solutions for human settlements.”  

Community Empowerment Pro-
gram

Through the Disaster relief and
urban poor housing programs, Hun-
narshala Foundation has successfully
tried to promote the owner-driven
construction processes by encourag-
ing and involving respective commu-
nities. Hunnarshala actively
participates in reconstruction
processes after disasters and has been
involved with government programs
such as the Pradhan Mantri Aawas
Yojna in Bhuj through its community
empowerment program.
In 2011, “Karigarshala”, a learning

centre for school dropouts was initi-
ated by Hunnarshala to provide chil-
dren with a platform where they
come together to learn, interact, share
and finally possess a skill. The edu-
cation program envisages that the
students become confident enough to
create opportunities for themselves
that can make a difference in their
life. The children have an option to
select either carpentry or masonry as
a major skill after an overview of
plumbing and electrical trade. The
duration of each course is one year
following which the students have an
option to join incubation companies
to learn the professional practice.
Since 2011, more than 250 students
have undergone these courses and
have been able to provide direction to
their lives.
Tejas Kotak said, “Use of earthy

material, soil made their work suc-
cessful, cement is used wherever it is
required to provide strength to the
structures and only in stabilized con-
struction techniques. We always en-
courage architects to utilize more and
more natural resources, which is
available readily. We should also pay
more attention to the recycling of in-
dustrial waste into construction ma-
terial, which is a sustainable way to
conserve our planet.”
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Shruti Bansal, an environmental
blogger who is a post-graduate (M.
Tech) from IIT Kanpur in Environ-
mental Engineering & Manage-
ment. She has a diverse experience
of about 4 years working with edu-
cational institutes (Jahaan Pre-
school), corporates (e.g. IL&FS), a
research institute (e.g. NIDM) and
start-ups (GCRS, Pro India). Her ex-
perience and research area include
Climate Change, Climate Change
Adaptation, Disaster Management,
Solid Waste Management and Car-
bon Footprints. She is keen on uti-
lizing her talent for the betterment of
the environment. With experience as
a Founding Principal of Jahaan Prin-

cipal, she has also an interest in
Early Childhood Education.
To reduce the use of plastic bags,

reusable nature friendly shopping
bags seems like a good alternative.
There are many advantages of these
reusable bags over plastic bags, some
of these are explained in figure:

Just by looking at these advan-
tages, you might choose biodegrad-
able, eco-friendly reusable bags
over plastic bags. But, just choosing
eco-friendly bags is enough? No,
because these bags have high envi-
ronmental footprint. For some of
the indicators (e.g. water footprint,
carbon footprint) these bags are
way more toxic than plastic bags.
To make these reusable bags actu-
ally friendly for earth, we must
reuse them as much as possible. Just
buying these reusable bags is not
enough, you need to optimize their
use. First let me explain you the tox-
icity of plastic, cotton and paper
bags. Thereafter, I believe you will
be good to choose the best option
for your planet.
Plastics are considered ‘strictly no’

considering, they are non-
biodegradable. From harming
tourism, spoiling our health to put-
ting marine life in danger, plastics
are harmful for us. All over the
world billion tonnes of plastics goes
into landfill. Plastics are capable of
being recycled but generally plas-
tics go into landfill/ ocean without
being recycled.
Paper is biodegradable but that

doesn’t mean they are good for our
planet. Paper production has huge
carbon and water footprint. Also,
paper production requires clearing
of forest. To match the environmen-
tal impact of plastics, paper should

be reused 43 times. Sadly, paper
bags are discarded after single use.
Cotton is a thirsty crop, hence has

lot of water footprints. No doubt,
they are better in strength and are
durable, but one cannot ignore
the fact that cotton requires
larger amount of water and
has high carbon foot-
prints. Organic cotton is
even worse than this
traditional cotton.
As, it gives 30%

lower yield than traditional cotton
and hence is more water and carbon
intensive.

So, what’s the best decision?
Everything you buy has some

amount of environmental impact
linked. Same goes with shopping
bags, whether you go with plastic,
paper or cotton bags. The produc-
tion, use and disposal of these,
harms the planet. If you really care
for your planet, try minimizing your
purchase. Let’s see, the best you can
do, by understanding the following

pointers:

g Always reuse what
you have, if you can,
whether it’s plastic or cot-
ton. Disposing without
utilizing properly is the
worst thing

g Place your shopping
bags inside your vehicle
(e.g. car, bikes) or in
your office bags,

g If you have plastic
bags, and you cannot
reuse it further, try to
dispose it in the recy-
cling centres

g If you already have
cotton or organic cotton
bags, refrain yourself
from buying additional
bags. Reuse it every-
where.

g Spread awareness
among your friends
and family about the
same and be an ‘envi-
ronmental saviour’

S.
No.

Plastic bags Paper bags Traditional cot-
ton bags

Organic cotton
bags

1 Non-biodegradable Biodegradable Biodegradable Biodegradable

2 Generally single
time use

Generally single
time use

Reuse is common Reuse is common

3 Good in strength Not suitable for
heavy weights

Good in strength Good in strength

4 Not durable (lose its
colour and shape
after every use)

Not durable Durable Durable

5 Water & Carbon
footprint: low

Water & Carbon
footprint: much
higher than plastic
bags. (requires 4
times more water
and emits 3.1 times
more GHG than

plastic bags)

Water & Carbon
footprint: Very high
(270 kg Co2 equiva-
lents, 4,ooo litres of
water for a bag
weighing 200 gm)

Water & Carbon
footprint: highest
(approximate re-
quirement is 30%
higher than tradi-
tional cotton)

Reuse your shopping bags to reduce your 
environmental footprints

Shruti Bansal, 
Shruti as a Guest Blogger with
The EarthView describes the im-
portance of using reusable shop-
ping bags in her blog Reuse your
shopping bags to reduce your en-
vironmental footprints.

Comparison matrix of plastic, paper and cotton bags

Figure: No. of reuses necessary for different
category of bags to match the same
environmental impacts that plastic bags have 

Source: www.madforgreen.blogspot.com
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Sustainability and Empowering Locals Being The Core,
Avani is Transforming Lives Of People Of Kumaon

Kosha Naik

Nestled in the laps of the
exotic Himalayas in the
small land of Kumaon,
Uttarakhand, Avani is a
community that works
on the principle of sus-
tainability and empow-
ering locals. Founded by
Rashmi Bharti and Ra-
jnish Jain, who for more
than two decades, were
striving for sustainable
development and eco-
friendly practices, Avani
is transforming lives of
people of Kumaon. 

It works in various sectors
such as clean energy, textiles,
natural dyes, lifestyle products,
water management, farm-
based activities so on and so
forth! One such sustainable in-
novation by Avani is generating
electricity using pine needles
bringing solution to the con-
stant forest fires in the area.
Explaining the electricity

generation at Avani using pine
needles, Rajnish Jain
said, “Pine needles have been a
matter of concern in the hilly
Himalaya regions where pine
trees are abundant. These
prickly needles shed off from
the tress and create a bed on the
ground and more specifically
near the foothills. It causes dan-
gerous forest fires! Also, during
rainy days, the water runs
down the hills instead of seep-
ing into the soil.”
He further said, “We were

worried about the forest fires
and how it has various danger-
ous impacts on the eco- system.
As a solution to this problem,
we came to this idea to use
these pine needles to get some-
thing useful. I was aware of
biomass-gasification methods
which are carried for gasifica-
tion of any biomass, normally-
wood.”
He explains, “There were few

problems we faced along with
the accomplishment of this
project: firstly, the collection of
pine needles is tough”. To bring
the pine needles was a very

tough task as the amount of
pine needed for producing
electricity was very high. So
they started producing electric-
ity on a smaller scale and local
people are now earning money
for collecting pine needles.
There are several gases re-

leased in the process due to
presence of carbohydrate;
which are- carbon monoxide,
methane and hydrogen. These
gases are used to run the engine
and hence electricity is pro-
duced. Charcoal is a by-prod-
uct which is produced in this
process. Rajnish states, “This
charcoal is used to make bri-
quettes viz. used as cooking
fuel in the village. This also for-
bids deforestation as wood is
not needed for cooking any-
more.”
The electricity produced is

used at homes, at Avani cam-
pus and all possible places. Ra-
jnish hopes that they would
soon be able to utilise this en-
ergy in flour mills and masala
chakkis. This same electricity
is also used in a machine for
ironing textiles produced at
Avani. They are also helping
local entrepreneurs to set up
their electricity-producing
models.
Rajnish adds, “So here at

Avani, we keep economy and
ecology at a parallel phase.” As
the availability of electricity is
steady now in regions of Ku-
maon, it helps in keeping peo-
ple in their native villages.

Migration reduces and also an
increase in economic growth is
noted.
Apart from innovative and

sustainable usage of pine nee-
dles, Avani also produces nat-
ural textile dyes which are
eco-friendly. Talking about the
harmful effects of chemical
dyes on the environment
Rashmi Bharti says, “The
chemical dyes are produced at
a cheap rate.  However, it hurts
the environment as well as it is
carcinogenic causing other
harmful impacts to us. The
quality of natural dyes is far
long-lasting, it also preserves
the environment. Natural dye
doesn’t harm your body. It also
increases yield and provides
water to the soil increasing fer-
tility; instead of water pollution
– which occurs in the case of
chemical dyes.” These natural
dyes can be used in art supplies,
paints and wherever colours are
used.
She believes that in the area

of eco-friendly and sustainable
living, Indigo is such a plant
which has great potential. It
was Rashmi who started ex-
perimenting and found out a
way to grow Indigo in Uttarak-
hand itself which they use to
bring from south India. Avani
is the pioneer in bringing In-
digo yield in Uttarakhand.
They produce three different
types of indigo yield.
Earlier there were only a few

colours available in natural
dye- Avani began to produce a
wider range of variety in
colours. The textile production
at Avani uses natural dyes and
local skills. The local artisans of
Kumaon still prevail (known as
Shauka and Bora Kuthalia
community) but as chemical
dye industries came in, these
artisans were forced to give up
textiles as their livelihood.

Avani brought back these peo-
ples’ livelihood to them. Avani
organized the artisans into a co-
operative named the Kumaon
EarthCraft Self Reliant Coop-
erative in 2005, more com-
monly known as EarthCraft.
EarthCraft produces a wide
range of products including
‘ahimsa’ silk- which is cruelty-
free, no harm is done to the
caterpillar inside. Here the pupa
is allowed to metamorphose
into a moth and the silk is hand-
spun.
Sustainability is the core of

Avani and therefore rainwa-
ter harvesting is also imple-
mented. Rashmi explains,

“We also believe that the
process of production is as
important as the product it-
self. As both water and en-
ergy are scarce resources in
our area, we have imple-
mented systems to conserve
both. Runoff rainwater from
rooftops is harvested for nat-
ural dyeing and wastewater is
treated naturally and used for
irrigation to grow vegeta-
bles.”
Also, solar energy is used in

spinning wheels and water
heating while the electricity
generated from pine needles
is used for ironing the tex-
tiles. All the biomass and bio

residue goes to compost for
growing vegetables. And also
the water which comes from
dyeing – goes into recycling
and it is reused.
Rashmi explains, ”People

tend to fall for chemical dye
because of the economic fac-
tor. But as people will be-
come aware of the impacts
and will realize how it also
affects their health- they will
come back to natural dyes.
One would prefer taking 5
natural dyed clothes instead
of 15 inexpensive harmful
chemicals dyed clothes.”
Avani has not only made

people understand about sus-
tainability, it has preserved
the traditional skill as well.
They have provided opportu-
nities for income for the rural
and local community. This
also inspires the next genera-
tion to carry on the traditional
methods.

Rashmi Bharti, Co-Founder Avani

Rajnish Jai
Co-founder, Avani

Rashmi Bharti
Co-founder, Avani
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Vaishnavi Jawalkar
Stubble burning in Punjab,

Haryana, Orissa and other north-
western parts of India has been
cited as a significant cause of air
pollution. Government organisa-
tions, along with the other engi-
neers, are looking forward to
reducing the cause and its effects.
However, one such innovative
measure has come from a young
engineer, Debashree Padhi of
Bhubaneswar, Orissa, who came
forward with a project of conver-
sion of agro-waste and by-products
into useful fuel which can help in
putting a full stop to stubble burn-
ing.
Er. Debashree Padhi (24) along

with her associates, established a
company, DD Biosolutions Tech-
nology Pvt. Ltd in the year 2016 in
Bhubaneshwar. It principally fo-
cuses on innovation related to tech-
nologies related to energy, food,
agriculture, environment and
health.
Debashree Padhi is an innovative

mind developing a solution not
only to reduce the effects of air
pollution outdoors but also in-
doors. She and her father, Dr Pay-
odhar Padhi, carried forward an
idea to solve the problem of stub-
ble burning and evolve something
beneficial out of it. Debashree, in
her mission to convert Agro waste
into useful fuel indoors and out-
doors, has an inspiring story to
share.
Debashree, in a conversation

with The EarthView shared,
“Often during her childhood days
she was restricted to go near the
Chullas and wasn’t entertained in

the kitchen. Due to the lack of LPG
connection and lot of smoke emit-
ted from the chullas caused various
health hazards to the family and
the neighbours. Lung infection and
eye irritation were mostly marked
similar effects in the people.”
This young engineer proposed in-

novative cooking ‘Agnis’ which
leaves no or very less particulate
matter and emits 0.15 ppm of Car-
bon monoxide (CO). ‘Agnis’ has a
unique advantage as it doesn’t re-
quire firewood and is ignited with
the help of by-products and agri-
cultural remains.
Debashree kept in mind the in-

door and outdoor pollution due to
smoke and tried to come up with a
single solution. She designed
stoves made up of stainless steels.
They are available in the form of
nano, single and double burner,
ranging from Rs 2,800 to 4,500.
Where the single and double
burner stoves are designed for the
household purposes and nano
burner is a portable burner to be
easily carried.
All three stoves run on agro-mass

pellets shaped like bullets. A mix-
ture of agro residue, limestone,
clay and jaggery is put in the pallet
making machine. Approximately,
the machine takes one hour to pre-
pare 300 kilos of pellets. One kilo
of the pellet can fuel for approxi-
mately 50 minutes of cooking and
is sold at Rs 6. The cooking
process is two times faster of
Agnis, and villagers spend Rs 120-
150 per month on pellets on an av-
erage.
Debashree, in her vacations,

often visited her native place,
Naami in Orissa. There she always

saw women struggling in the
kitchen during cooking. Frequent
exploitation of forests and falling
ill due to indoor pollution threat-
ened almost all the lives. Ulti-
mately, Debashree, with her
zealous nature, kept working in her
career to designing a new concept
to terminate such persistent prob-
lems in the villages and towns.

During the years of research and
development trials, her college
professors encouraged her to par-
ticipate in the central government’s
Micro, Small & Medium Enter-
prises incubation programme in
Bhubaneswar. The project is to
convert agro waste or any bio
waste into a high calorific pellet for
combustion to prevent stubble
burning issue.
“I applied the project under agri-

culture challenge in which the
problem cited of stubble burning
prevention in Punjab and Haryana.
I got shortlisted and went up to last
round, but finally, I did not get se-
lected. This boosted us to work
more on this project, and hard
work led us to success.”
The acceptance of her idea led to

the funding of 6.25 lakhs to com-
mercialise her modified design in
2015. With this money, Debashree
registered her own company, DD
Bio solution Technology and fur-
ther developed the agro-waste
clean cooking fuel technology.
In March 2019 Debashree ac-

quired certification for the technol-
ogy from CSIR – Institute of
Minerals & Materials Technology,
Bhubaneswar, and the stoves went
on sale.
She sold 25 stoves to villagers of

Naami and rented the pellet-mak-
ing machine to two local farmers,
who collect the agro-waste from
their fellow farmers to prepare the
mix and sell them.
“We piloted this several times in

two villages and found it  quite
successful and beneficial. This is a
clean and green manufacturing
system to get green energy out of
waste, making waste into wealth.
Only capital investment is re-
quired.” says Debashree.
Main advantages of the project

are to help farmers to utilise the
waste and get money out of that.
The only decentralised plant is
possible to carry out the project
commercially viable.

There is a high demand for
portable stoves being used in the
kitchens of street vendors, schools
and small-scale restaurants.
Bhubaneswar based dhabas and
hotels too have started the utilisa-
tion of such stoves.
Such innovations are at need for

consuming our natural environ-
ment and lives globally. They im-
prove health conditions as well as
build a healthy environment by re-
ducing their usage and cutting their
usage time.

This Engineer's Innovation Can Help Solving
Stubble Bruning Menace in North India

Er. Debashree Padhi 
Founder, DD Biosolutions Tech-

nology Pvt. Ltd 
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“I always wanted to pro-
duce an eco-friendly and
sustainable product and
therefore this idea came
to mind. We started
Plantables in 2018. At
Plantable we produce
100 per cent biodegrad-
able papers that are em-
bedded with seeds. These
papers are wood free and
made up of scrap cotton
pulp and while printing
uses water soluble dye.
Once these papers are
sown it grows into a
beautiful plant,” 

Garima Capoor, 
Co-Founder of 

Plantables.

Vaishnavi Jawalkar
Everyone knows that a nor-

mal paper is produced by
wood pulp which is obtained
from various trees. However,
this also leads to deforestation
but have you heard of paper
that can help you grow trees?
It might sound unbelievable
but it is true. Plantables is one
such organisation that offers
you plantable seeded papers
which grows into a plant after
sowing. These seed papers
are  100 per cent wood free
handmade paper made up of
using cotton scrap with seeds
embedded in it.
“I always wanted to produce

an eco-friendly and sustain-
able product and therefore this
idea came to mind. We started
Plantables in 2018. At
Plantable we produce 100 per
cent biodegradable papers that
are embedded with seeds.
These papers are wood free
and made up of scrap cotton
pulp and while printing uses
water soluble dye. Once these
papers are sown it grows into
a beautiful plant,” said
Garima Capoor, Co-Founder
of Plantables.
Capoor further said, “Dur-

ing my wedding preparations,
my husband and I decided to
make beautiful and pocket-
friendly seeded paper wed-
ding cards for our wedding.
We decided to make them
ourselves and now with
Plantables we are helping
everyone with these eco-

friendly papers.”
At Plantable, they make dif-

ferent Rakhi covers, wedding
cards, seeded papers, calen-
dars, stationery such as gift
envelopes, bookmarks, note-
book. They also make carry
bags, Conference and event
collaterals. Later, these eco-
friendly products can be sown
in the soil and spring up new
vibrant greens around you.
She further said, “Plantables

so far has catered to 15 coun-
tries excluding India. We have
cards in 15 different lan-
guages. We have also a tie-up
with big brands such as Mer-
cedes and have sponsored
various natural, vegan, and or-
ganic products. One of the
best examples we have is the
Saej Body soap for which the
Plantables have made seeded
covers.”
To celebrate the bonds of

siblings love, they designed
rakhi covers and rakhi’s made
from waste cotton scrap and
mixed wildflowers.
Capoor said, “Today plastic

carry bags are a major threat
to the environment and the
animals on this earth. There-
fore, Plantables have intro-
duced a seeded paper bag
which after use can be sown
and can sprout in a beautiful
tree increasing the green

cover on this earth.”
The materials used for mak-

ing cards and other items are
environment friendly. Nor-
mally, the cards, covers, carry
bags are made from the wood
pulp but the Plantables have
made the paper from the cotton
embedded with different vari-
eties. The wood pulp from
which normal papers are made
is a cause of the devastation in
the environment. However,
once the normal papers are
used are often thrown into the
bins. But these seeded papers
and not only wood pulp free
but also helps in increasing
green cover on this earth.
Capoor said, “The seeded

papers are available with var-
ious varieties. A wide variety
of flower, vegetable and tree
seeds can also be used in seed
paper. The papers are usually
handmade, made on-demand
and can be customised. But
when it comes to supply bulk
orders, we make in machines
with proper care. The cotton
is pressed to make the paper
with special techniques. The
process is quick and easy. It
doesn´t require much time but
can be messy and wet. There-
fore, it is required to work on
a protected surface.”
The innovations are happen-

ing in all the sectors to help us
lead an eco-friendly life and
Plantables innovation in paper
production is certainly a rev-
olution in the paper industry
and can help in increasing the
green cover.

Go Green And Grow Green
With Plantables Seeded Paper

Go white to go green and reduce the greenhouse effect

Manju Pargavi
Earth’s material has a varied

property of absorbing and re-

flecting sunlight. From the
school’s science book we all
have come across the term
called the Greenhouse effect,

it is the property of re-radiat-
ing the sunlight back to the
Earth’s surface and the gases
like carbon dioxide, methane

trap  the heat which makes the
Earth warmer.
The modern world became

more comfortable in con-
structing more buildings for
houses, industries, and other
commercial uses and India is
inhabited mostly in concrete
houses. Cement is the essen-
tial element in concrete which
has great absorbing property,
causing  heat-trapping in
buildings.
Cement, a vital element in

modern construction, also ac-
counts for 1/12th of the CO2
released into the atmosphere
every year. It is hard to reduce
cement from practice, but we
can reduce the heat entering
down from rooftops into
rooms. The way is effortless,
workable and economical,

which is to paint white on the
rooftops.
We may wonder how white

paint can protect us from heat.
The little science behind the
white coating is the Albedo
effect. The Albedo effect
gives a score for all kinds of a
surface on Earth from 0 to 1.
The regions with snow cover
score 1, which means it is an
entirely reflective surface.
Painting white on our terraces
reflects the entire heat incident
upon the buildings.
Cities like Ahmadabad, Hy-

derabad, Gujarat and Banga-
lore have turned solar
reflective. India uses a lot of
air conditioning to maintain a
cooler indoors, which in-
creases more heat by releasing
greenhouse gases and also

hikes electricity bill.
A study conducted in Berke-

ley Lab showed that if the use
of reflective roofing globally,
could produce a global cool-
ing effect equivalent to offset-
ting 24 Gigatons of carbon
dioxide- the equivalent of tak-
ing 300 million cars off the
road for 20 years. A minor
change can bring a tremen-
dous impact. People who can
afford to paint white on the
roof can take this little step to-
wards reducing global warm-
ing. Families can also do
painting white as a fun activ-
ity with kids before the hot
summer begins.
White is the new green, so

let us all convert our urban
heat islands of India into the
Islands of Santorini!

Photo Credit: DNA
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Manoj Khetan 
In an era of increasing aware-

ness around climate change and
ecological preservation, big fat
weddings often play a spoilsport
due to the amount of plastic
waste generated. The plastic
waste generated out of dispos-
ables, the excessive food dis-
posed off in the bin, and over
consumed water and electricity
burdens our already exhausted
planet.
Conscious about the damage a

big fat wedding causes  to the en-
vironment, this Mumbai couple
Nupur Agarwal and Ashwin Mal-
wade opted for an ecofriendly
wedding for themselves in De-
cember, last year. However, now to
reduce the carbon footprint emis-
sions because of weddings, this
duo has initiated a consultation
service to organize eco-friendly
weddings called ‘Greenmyna’.
‘Greenmyna’, an eco-conscious

wedding and event-planning
company helps the couples to
start their new life in an eco-
friendly manner.
In a conversation with The

Earthview, Nupur pulled off the
idea of an eco-friendly wedding.
“A wedding is meant to be the
happiest day of anyone’s life, but

it can turn out to be the most
wasteful day too. Tossed plastics
over landfills, excess food thrown
away, and dumping of flowers in
the garbage. We’re not saying to
skip these memorable moments,
but those gorgeous details of
weddings can be replaced by
these eco-wedding ideas too. We
think featuring small changes can
make a major impact,” said
Nupur.
“Eventually, we need to keep

some simple things in mind when
planning your wedding. How
much wastage can your choice
produce? Are there any sustain-
able alternatives? Is reuse, recy-
cle, repurpose, or resell of any
particular item after the wedding
day is possible? Following these
simple steps in a series of func-
tions and rituals preceding in
your wedding can majorly con-
tribute towards a better future,”
says Nupur.
With an enormous variety of

delicacies to pamper the taste
buds and glittering decorations to
give a glimpse of grandeur to the
guest, the world is witnessing a
major issue of lavish weddings.
Nupur shares, “Strive for Sus-

tainability, Not Perfection. To cel-
ebrate an occasion many plans
can be made keeping a check on

nature. Other factors like, Budget
and guest count can get some-
times in the way ending up things
more challenging as it relates to
sustainability. It’s a usual thought
that makes anybody feel eco-
friendly weddings are a bad
choice because of expensiveness,
but I feel like I saved so much
money because I had adopted the
sustainable methods, and used
property that I already had.”

The onset of ‘Greenmyna’:
Nupur Agarwal, marketing pro-

fessional, and Ashwin Malwade,
Merchant Navy officer, founders
of ‘Greenmyna’ were not nature
enthusiasts since their childhood.
What does one do when we see

the beach festering in ankle-deep
soot of paper, plastic, and a pile
of garbage. Well, the duo decided
to clean it.
“Ashwin, being a successful

Merchant Navy officer, found the
menace of plastics floating over
the surface of the ocean during
his sailing period. And this was
very disturbing for him, so he ac-
counted for himself for the beach
clean up programs. When I met
Ashwin for the first time, he
mentioned that he is volunteering
at the Versova beach clean-up,
and invited me to come along.

This was the life-changing period
for me. Even though the state of
the beach was terrible, the expe-
rience was most satisfying. Grad-
ually cleaning the beach brought
me and Ashwin closer,” says
Nupur.
Further, she added, “Last year

in December, finally Ashwin and
I got married with a very pro-
found eco-friendly wedding. This
is where the idea to help individ-
uals for letting their new life start
with very consciousness to pro-
tect nature developed.”
Nupur also explains the mean-

ing of ‘Greenmyna’. For deriving
an Indian origin and environment
friendly, Ashwin and Nupur de-
cided to name their venture after
a species of animal Mynah,
which is also categorized as a
symbol of love and Green specify
the eco-friendliness.

Nupur further elaborates on
their wedding day and describes
the reason behind taking wedding
vows in Pune despite being living
in Mumbai.
For having a wonderful wed-

ding, we made  sure to brief our
caters/decorators/designers, as
they were new to the concept. We
ask them to avoid any plastic
usage and also asked to look for
alternatives to avoid any carbon
footprint. Later, to make things
simple we had jotted down 4-5
things that we must do, assuring
no plastic during shopping and
packing.  Informed our caterer
and decorator to ensure only real
flowers are used and plastics
strictly avoided.,  The use of ba-
nana stem was mostly enforced;
no plastic bottles, Segregation of
waste, composting of food left in
plates, and excess food was de-
cided to be given to the poor.
Also, cash that we get at our wed-
ding including some of our sav-
ings will be directed for an
environmental cause,” she said.
Planning a wedding by upcy-

cled decor elements and waste
segregation management, this
‘Green wedding’ was the perfect
wedding where even invitations
were sent through online medi-

ums. 
Tips for planning a Sustain-
able Wedding:
Nupur adds many small steps

that you can take to make your
nuptials more eco-friendly.
“These days, sustainable wed-

ding ideas are plentiful, there are
countless ways to go green. So,
when couples are conscious of
their carbon footprint and the
consequence they create on the
world, sustainability is something
that is of prime importance while
planning our events, ” said
Nupur.

Pick an Eco-Friendly Venue:
Choosing a ceremony site that

emits the basic idea of sustain-
ability is the easiest way to have
an environmentally friendly wed-
ding to shrink your celebration’s
carbon footprint. A check can be
kept on ratings for going green of
hotels and other venues with cer-
tifications and Energy Star rat-
ings. And today, so many
beautiful venues are going green
that assures you won’t have to
compromise with style to be sus-
tainable.

Sustainable Catering: 
From the beginning, talk to

your catering team to work with
locally-sourced ingredients. In-
cluding the locally-driven and
sustainably sourced menu means
much higher quality ingredients,
that helps in cutting down the
CO2 that’s output. That is in-
evitable in the wedding industry.

Decoration: 
Use colourful cloths, avoid

plastic flowers, and include ba-
nana stem as a replacement.
Composting of the flowers and
food waste are tangible things
that can make a real difference.

Rent, Don’t Buy: 
Single-use items are not good

for the environment so check out
for the organizations that rent
equipment. Steel glasses can be
used – it looks more elegant. It
will directly impact and upgrade
your whole wedding look and re-
duce landfill waste.
Practicing a green wedding is

not about making everything per-
fectly eco-friendly and more
about being thoughtful and pur-
poseful throughout the planning
process.
Nupur concludes, “Constitution

also demands certain responsibil-
ity from people towards their
mother earth. So, despite blaming
anyone else try to make a differ-
ence by yourself. Your marriage
function is about celebrating your
love story with the ones you love,
giving the sustainability aspect of
extreme importance.”

Mumbai couple who opted for eco-friendly wedding,
now helping others with sustainable weddings

”People tend to fall for chemical dye because
of the economic factor. But as people will be-
come aware of the impacts and will realize
how it also affects their health- they will come
back to natural dyes. One would prefer taking
5 natural dyed clothes instead of 15 inexpen-
sive harmful chemicals dyed clothes.”


